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Smart materials promise adaptive morphology and functionality of materials, however, controlling the desired pattern formation using simple and local bottom-up interactions is a difficult task, but one which living organisms appear to manage effortlessly. We have previously demonstrated a virtual material inspired by the slime mould Physarum polycephalum which, from simple interactions within a swarm based particle collective, forms complex emergent transport networks. One desired characteristic of smart materials is that they should be programmable, adapting their structure in response to external stimuli. As a step towards this aim we suggest a prototype method to dynamically reconfigure emergent transport networks, based on real-time network analysis of the current configuration and feedback via dynamic adjustment of network node weights. The analysis method utilises a novel collective memory of previous network history which is used to provide connectivity information to control a feedback method to the network nodes. Although simple in operation, the feedback method utilises complex neural network-like control including excitation, inhibition and refractory dynamics. The transitions of the reconfiguration method are analysed and high level motifs and transitions are described. We suggest how the dynamical reconfiguration method may be used as a spatially represented unconventional computing method for combinatorial optimisation problems including the Euclidean Travelling Salesman Problem. We conclude by discussing limitations and possible improvements to the dynamical reconfiguration method and exploring the potential advantages of exploring low-level and indirect methods of influence on smart materials.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Smart materials, currently the subject of much recent research, are materials which can change their structural and/or functional properties in response to external stimuli [15]. These may produce a change in morphology. For example, a deformed substance made from a shape memory metal alloy [27] will return to a previously ‘programmed’ shape when heated. Alternately, the external stimuli may result in a change of the function of the substrate. Examples include piezoelectric materials [12] which can be used as both sensors (responding to force by producing electrical charge) and actuators (responding to electrical current by producing a mechanical force). Smart materials may also refer to the self-assembly of structures at very small scales, as seen in biological systems [31]. In this method physical phenomena which exhibit self-organisation at small scales are harnessed to provide regularised assembly and patterning of small structures. Examples include the assembly of bulk materials and thin layers [10], with regularly spaced domains [13], or structures which exhibit or utilise complex macroscopic properties, such as hydrophobic patterning [11].

Smart materials suggest novel and advantageous methods of product assembly, device control, and even self-repair yet the technology faces significant difficulties. Aside from the obvious challenges in materials science, one important issue is how to control the behaviour of large aggregates of smart material substrate to conform them to the desired structural and functional behaviour? Yet natural systems represent an enviable solution to many of the problems faced by smart materials: For example, from a single specifying unit - a fertilised cell - and given the requisite energy and nutrient supply, a fully functioning ‘device’ ultimately emerges from a combination of low-level physical, chemical and genetic interactions (a tiny ‘window’ on these interactions is given in [16]). From a relatively small pool of materials emerges an organism which is capable of growth, movement, sensory functions, environmental interactions, learning, maintenance, and self repair. The goal or biologically inspired smart materials is to harness some of the mechanisms used by natural systems, particularly self assembly and the coupling of low level physical forces to develop materials, and ultimately entire devices, whose form and function are reconfigurable.

One the most striking and minimal examples of self-organising pattern formation for useful behaviour is the giant amoeboid organism *Physarum polycephalum*, or true slime mould. The plasmodium stage of this organism’s complex life cycle exhibits extremely complex adaptive pattern formation behaviour. In this stage the organism is a single giant membrane bound cell where repeated nuclear division results in a large amorphous mass ranging from microscopic to over 1m². The plasmodium is able to sense nearby levels of chemoattractant and stream towards them, extending pseudopodia and engulfing and consuming bacteria on the substrate. The internal mechanism
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Generating the movement is the hydrostatic force generated by emergent synchronised contraction of a meshwork of actin-myosin filaments. The contraction forces induce changes in the structure of the plasmodium and changes from an immobile gel phase to watery sol phase are observed. As the plasmodium grows a protoplasmic transport network is formed, distributing nutrients between food sources engulfed by the plasmodium in a characteristic to-and-fro manner called shuttle streaming. The growth patterns are dependent to a large extent on environmental conditions, for example radial growth in nutrient rich environments and dendritic pseudopod-like growth in nutrient poor conditions (Figure 1). The organism is thus able to adapt its internal network pattern, and gross external morphology, quickly in response to changing environmental conditions.

The rapid adaptation of the organism to its environment, and the fact that the complex behaviour is distributed within the plasmodium among identical simple components, has stimulated recent interest in the possible computational behaviours of *Physarum*. Since the work of Nakagaki et al, who demonstrated the ability of the plasmodium to solve simple maze puzzles [26], there has been intense interest in exploring the computational behaviours of the organism. *Physarum* has been shown to be capable in solving graph construction problems [2,3], plane division problems [30], path planning problems [32,7,34] implementing classical logic gates and adder circuits [35,21], spatially represented universal computing machinery [1,6], combinatorial optimisation [8], robotic control systems [37] and robotic micro manipulation [5]. For a historical summary, and a survey of some recent examples from the field, see [25].

*Physarum* plasmodium may be considered as a living spatially represented smart material because it is composed of relatively simple parts yet exhibits complex self assembly and controllable pattern formation. The plasmodium
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**FIGURE 1**

Growth patterns of *Physarum polycephalum*.

Left: Radial growth in nutrient rich oatmeal agar environment showing formation of protoplasmic transport network behind the active growth front.

Right: Dendritic growth on nutrient poor damp filter paper showing the plasmodial transport network efficiently connecting food sources.
material can act as sensor and actuator [37,22] and the mechanisms controlling both properties arise from simple interactions and are distributed within unspecialised tissue [36] resulting in fault tolerance and self-repair (for example a plasmodium may be split into two parts, yielding two functional plasmodia, or alternately two plasmodia may fuse to form a single plasmodium). Control of the plasmodium smart material is by attractants (nutrient sources, warmth) to which the plasmodium moves towards, and repulsive sources (sodium chloride, light irradiation) which the plasmodium tries to avoid [4]. It is possible to control the spatial patterns of the plasmodium for the direct spatial encoding of problems. Gross control of plasmodium morphology was used in [6] and [4] by manually adding and removing nutrient sources or hazards but can the desired spatial configurations be achieved automatically?

An interesting hybrid spatial/logical approach to controlling Physarum was used by Aono et al. [9] in which a Physarum plasmodium was constrained by patterning it as the hub of a circular chamber surrounded by 16 stellate projections. Each projection corresponded to a possible link between nodes in a four node network. By applying an image analysis system and a neural-type feedback mechanism similar to Hopfield-Tank networks [17] they controlled the natural extension of pseudopodia to the projections surrounding the arena by light irradiation. Each arm represented a possible connection between cities in a Travelling Salesman Problem tour and the neural feedback mechanism was used to enforce the avoidance of invalid tours. The method was capable of finding good tours to the problem and the plasmodium spontaneously adapted its morphology between good nearby suboptimal tours, thus avoiding being trapped in local minima conditions.

The paper by Aono et al. shows that by constraining the natural spatial behaviour of the Physarum plasmodium it is possible to control its peripheral morphology to represent abstract problem representations. More recently, the same experimental approach, and similar results, was performed with a different material substrate composed of a population of the protist Euglena gracilis experimentally and in simulation [28]. The fundamental difference in the nature of the computing substrates (single-celled vs multi-cellular) suggests that distributed computation may be possible with a wide range of relatively simple materials.

Although the Aono et al. experiments demonstrated the morphological control of the periphery of the plasmodium, the full range of patterning of the migrating and adapting plasmodium was not exploited for computational purposes. Instead, the problem was encoded to fit the constraints of the experimental cell. In this report we investigate possible mechanisms for the dynamic spatial reconfiguration of smart materials, with the ultimate aim of controlling the behaviour of the material for spatially represented computation. We use a virtual material whose properties emerge from the interactions of a simple particle population. This ‘material’ is inspired by the amoeboid
organism *Physarum polycephalum* and has previously been shown to exhibit complex self-organised pattern formation behaviour under a number of parametric conditions which render it a suitable candidate for investigating the directed low-level assembly and reconfiguration of programmable matter. After introducing the collective and summarising some of its adaptive pattern formation characteristics we describe a novel real time network analysis method which is coupled to a neural inspired feedback mechanism whereby the spatial configuration of the material can be dynamically altered by the dynamic adjustment of network node weights to achieve pre-desired network characteristics. We present some results which illustrate the complex network transitions of the material in response to excitation, inhibition and refractory conditions generated by the feedback system, suggesting that the method and materials may be useful for spatially represented classical unconventional computation approaches to combinatorial optimisation tasks, including the Euclidean Travelling Salesman Problem and the Hamiltonian Path Problem. We conclude by discussing some advantages and limitations of the current approach and suggestions for future research.

2 METHODS

Emergent transport networks were introduced in [19] in an attempt to model the network adaptation behaviour of *P. polycephalum* using low-level, emergent and so-called ‘bottom-up’ methods. The approach is based on a population of mobile, particle-like agents residing in a 2D diffusive lattice. The agent particles execute simple sensory and motor instructions (Figure 2). During the sensory stage the particles sense the concentration of a generic ‘chemotaxis’ substance in the lattice from three forward positioned sensors and orient towards the strongest of the sensors. In the motor stage each particle attempts to move forwards in the lattice in its current orientation (an angle between 0 and 360°). If the movement is successful (i.e. the next cell is unoccupied, only one particle may occupy a lattice site) the particle moves to the new cell and deposits chemoattractant into the cell. If the move is not suc-
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Particle morphology and sensory behaviour algorithm.
cessful the particle selects a new orientation randomly, stays in the current cell and does not deposit chemoattractant. The model is an example of LALI (Local Activation and Long-range Inhibition) reaction-diffusion pattern formation. Local activation is generated by the auto-catalytic nature of the particle behaviour: particles both sense and deposit the same chemoattractant substance. The long range inhibition component is generated by depletion of chemoattractant - particles are not attracted to regions of low chemoattractant concentration and the lack of occupation in these regions further reduces their attractiveness.

The population is initialised at random positions on the lattice and with random orientations. The population self-organises to form a dynamical network pattern. The network patterns are composed of the positions of the particles and the network undergoes complex morphological changes over time. The network exhibits quasi-physical behaviour, showing apparent tension in the network which causes the closure of network lacunae and the minimisation of paths at junctions. In this regard the network corresponds to soap film evolution (three branched junctions with Plateau angles of 120º), and the evolution of lipid nanotube networks in [24]. The default behaviour of the material is influenced by the particle sensory parameters and the environmental boundary and diffusion parameters. The full range of patterning behaviour of the material were explored in [18] and a brief example of characteristic pattern formation and evolution is shown in Figure 3.

Influences on the Behaviour of Emergent Transport Networks
The basic patterns are influenced by changes in particle sensory parameters (RA/SA for pattern type and SO for pattern scale) and correspond to classical
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Formation and evolution of dynamical emergent transport networks.
Inverted network trails shown, darker regions indicate greater chemoattractant flux.

a) Periodic boundary, SA 22.5°, RA 45° generates dynamical branching network
b) Fixed boundary, SA 45°, RA45° generates sheet-like material
Turing-type reticulated, labyrinthine and spotted patterns. The evolution (minimisation) of the transport networks can be influenced by projecting fixed point stimuli into the diffusion map at every scheduler step. Since the chemoattractant produced by the particles is also located in the diffusion map, the diffusion from projection sources is also attractive to the particle collective - the projection stimuli are analogous to food sources. When the network encounters a projection source the network is ‘snagged’ at that location by its attraction to the node and subsequent minimisation is constrained by the arrangement and position of the projection stimuli. When two or more paths at the same node come into contact with each other, the paths merge and form a single path from the node and the two separate paths are ‘zipped’ into a single path. The network evolution continues to close cycles and minimise path lengths until relaxation of the network paths is complete and the final result is a stable network pattern, albeit one whose components are in continual flux (Figure 4a). As the network reduces in size, the paths become thicker (since the population remains at the same size). To maintain thin network paths and, more importantly, allow for adaptive growth and reduction of the population in response to changing environments we employ the same particle algorithm with the modification to the population scheduler described in [7]. This modification spawns a new particle – provided there is sufficient free space around a particle - when stimulated by local movement and external chemoattractant stimuli (growth), and removes particles when the local particle density - in a local window centred around each particle - is too high (shrinkage).

FIGURE 4
Evolution of transport network and the effect of increasing ‘nutrient’ node weight on network connectivity.

a) Evolution of emergent transport network after 124, 1176, 2646 and 10001 steps
b) Left to right: Separate experiments at node projection weight 0.01, 0.1 and 1
It has been shown that, as with \textit{P. polycephalum}, the emergent transport networks approximate the Toussaint hierarchy of proximity graphs \cite{3, 20}. The evolution of the network is strongly affected by the projection strength of the nutrient nodes. Lower strength nodes exert less of an influence ('pulling' force) on the networks. Steiner nodes are formed within the network paths (Figure 4b, left) and the networks approximate lower regions of the proximity graph hierarchy. At higher node strengths the paths are attracted more strongly to the nodes and less closure of network cycles is seen (Figure 4b, middle). At very high node strengths there is very little opportunity for cycle closure (Figure 4b, right) and nodes are able to retain two separate paths emanating from the node at relatively acute angles, thus generating networks whose pattern and degree of connectivity resembles those at the upper range of the proximity graph hierarchy.

3 DYNAMICAL RECONFIGURATION METHOD

The results shown in Figure 4 demonstrate how different node projection weights affect the evolution of the network in separate runs. In \cite{20} it was found that by systematically alternating periods of very high node weights followed by very low node weights, it was possible to gradually reduce the degree of connectivity of the network. The adjustment of node weights was performed by adjusting all nodes simultaneously. This, however, raises the possibility of a more dynamic control of network evolution within a single run: By using a suitable feedback mechanism is it possible to dynamically adjust individual node projection weights so that a ‘preferred’ configuration can be generated? By ‘preferred’ we mean a configuration that satisfies some pre-desired connectivity criterion, such as mean degree of connectivity per node. Both node weight adjustments and preferred configuration need only be specified in a local fashion. To feed back information to adjust node strengths we require some analysis of the current state of the transport network so we can provide local measures of the network configuration. The method given here uses information about the degree of node connectivity (i.e. for each node: how many other nodes is it connected to in total, and to which nodes exactly?).

3.1 Real-time Analysis of Transport Network Configuration

Analysing the state and connectivity of a spatially represented network at regular intervals is a computationally demanding task when performed at regular intervals. This workload is in addition to the computation required to generate the transport network behaviour of the virtual material and also the feedback mechanism. This raises an important distinction between the approach used by Aono et al. (which coupled the physical system of the slime mould to a computer controlled sensory/feedback mechanism) and the
approach in this paper where the ‘physical system’ is itself the emergent product of a low-level simulation. The simulation of the physical system therefore demands particularly low cost methods of analysing the current state of the system. Using classical image processing methods requires sampling of current spatial state of the system. This involves smoothing the image, thresholding the image, binarisation, skeletonisation and finally establishing connectivity by tracking from node to node for each node at every network analysis step. To make the approach more computationally tractable we sought to develop a method whereby the network connectivity could be generated from the ‘bottom-up’ by the collective actions of the particles which comprise the transport network, yet still provide an accurate representation of network connectivity. The analysis which provides information about node connectivity is generated in the following way. Before an experiment is started the start positions of the nodes are automatically detected once by standard image processing methods and stored in an array, giving the number of network nodes and their \((x, y)\) co-ordinates. This information is used to construct a two-dimensional array, the node connectivity table. Each entry in the table stores a relative strength between the two nodes referenced at the node table row and column positions. At the start of an experiment all connectivity is reset to zero.

During an experimental run each particle, initialised at a random position, receives a ‘source_node’ identifier when it passes the vicinity (specified by node_radius parameter, value of 11) of the first node it encounters. When the particle moves about the lattice its position is checked to see if it is in the vicinity of a new node. When the particle encounters a new node the new node is set as the ‘destination_node’. The node connectivity table at the two positions (source_node and destination_node) is incremented by a value (node_inc), set to 1 (Figure 5, top row). Finally the particle takes the destination_node value as the new source_node and clears the destination_node value until another new node is encountered. This process is repeated for all of the particles in the lattice and, over time, a collective ‘picture’ of node connectivity emerges as strength weights increase in the node connectivity table. The method of using the particles themselves to build up a measure of connectivity requires some additional complexity in the behaviour of the particles but is efficient in terms of storage (each particle needs only to store the source and destination node) and computational time since typically the population size quickly settles to \(<1000\) particles. Although a very rough approximation, each collective update of the node table thus takes \(\sim1000\) simple computations (entries to the table) whereas classical image analysis methods are limited mostly in performance by screen area (typically \(200 \times 200\) for these experiments) and thus each step in the image processing pipeline would require a minimum of \(40,000\) calculations, and some parts of the pipeline – particularly connectivity tracking – require much greater cost. The collective representation of connectivity has another advantage over classical methods
in that the table also contains implicit information about the relative strength of path weights (i.e. how ‘busy’ each path connection is) which would not be achievable using classical tracking methods. This information is utilised during the feedback method and significantly affects the evolution of the network. One objection to this method of connectivity analysis is that it requires more complexity than would be seen in simple particles. This is indeed a valid criticism when applied to material properties of simple molecules and the method used does take the liberty of arbitrarily extending such limitations in the interests of computational tractability. It is of note, however, that similar distributed representations of collective connectivity have been observed in simple insects such as bee [23] and ant [14] colonies.

The collective representation of connectivity established by the particles may be subsequently used by the control system to apply feedback to the population. The degree of connectivity of a node to all other nodes can be assessed by checking the connectivity strengths along its row in the node table (any nodes with a value greater than zero indicates a connection to this node). The node connectivity table is effectively an emergent history, or collective memory, of the connectivity of the emergent transport network. However because the network is highly dynamical with constant changes in
connectivity, the information in the table is soon outdated and irrelevant. To reduce the memory time of the node table all of the nodes in the table are decremented at every scheduler step by a value node_decay. This ensures that the node table can keep up to date with the changing network topology. Note that the node_decay parameter is critical in setting the memory time of the network. If the value is too low the connectivity table information used to control the feedback system will be out of date (e.g. referring to connections which no longer exist). However it is necessary to enforce some slight lag in order for the feedback method to have some tangible effect on the network structure. The effects of this parameter will be discussed in more detail in the description of the feedback mechanism.

The result of the dynamical network analysis is a transformation of the actual transport network flux into a real-time dynamic topological representation of network connectivity (Figure 5, bottom row).

Although the actual network and topology are similar, the topological representation shows extra connections (shown as the thin lines between nodes on Figure 5, bottom right). This is because at low node projection weights (where node strength is similar to network path strength) the transport network is partially detached from the nodes to adopt the minimal network shape (the Steiner tree, which has additional junctions in addition to the original node array). In doing so, some of the particles in the network path between three nodes do not actually visit the fixed middle node, instead passing through the Steiner point between the nodes. The topological representation illustrates that a fixed node may be indirectly connected, via a Steiner node, to a nearby node. The relative differences between node connections can be visualised by the differences in thickness of the dynamical representation of network topology.

3.2 Feedback Mechanism

The connectivity information in the node table is used during the feedback process to dynamically adjust node weights. The adjustment of node weights depends on certain rules. Different sets of rules may be specified to achieve different connectivity effects. The effect we are seeking in this prototype example is to attain a degree of connectivity for all nodes of exactly 2, thus the aim is to generate a complete network with only one cycle where all nodes have connectivity of 2. Such a path is a possible tour of the Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP, although not necessarily an optimal tour). The feedback rules are summarised in Table 1.

The weights of the nodes are initially set to a predefined fixed value ‘start_weight’ at the start of an experiment because at the early stages of an experimental run a record of the network connectivity is yet to emerge in the node connectivity table. At regular intervals specified by the ‘feedback_interval’ parameter (every 10 scheduler steps) the degree of connectivity of each node is analysed and is updated according to the rules in Table 1. If the degree is
<2 then node weights are increased by the ‘weight_inc’ parameter (set to 0.001). If the degree is < 1 (i.e. no network path passes through the node) the node weight is incremented by weight_inc * 2. The node weight is subject to a maximum value, ‘weight_max’, typically set to 10. Increasing the node weight attracts nearby network paths to the node due to the increased distance of diffusion of attractant from the node and nearby paths are ‘snagged’ by the node. If a network path is already connected to a node then further increasing the node strength strengthens the attraction of the path to the node (effectively ‘tightening’ the path and shortening the path distance between nodes).

If the degree of connectivity at a node is > 2 then inhibition of the node is achieved by decreasing the node weight by the ‘weight_dec’ parameter (set to 0.0001). If the degree is > 3 then the node weight is decreased by weight_dec * 2. Decreasing the node weight reduces the attraction of network paths to a node. The minimum value of node weight is zero. At low node weights the network detaches from the node as its attraction to the network is less than the flow within the network path. To further reduce the attraction to an overpopulated node, network trails nodes in such nodes are decremented by ‘path_decrease’ which is calculated by the number of particles within a 5 × 5 window of the node position / 10.

The advantage of decreasing network paths from nodes is that much stronger changes in network connectivity can be obtained by temporarily decoupling paths from nodes. However, an issue which arises is how to re-establish contact with a node which has little contact with the remainder of the network (degree 1, i.e. the node is at the end of a path of connected nodes), or has been completely detached from the network due to inhibition.
by low node weight. To re-establish contact and increase connectivity to the node new network particles are seeded around the isolated node, preferentially in the direction of other isolated nodes but at a random angle otherwise. The distance at which new particles were seeded was set to a random value between zero pixels and the ‘scatter_distance’ parameter (typically 10–20 pixels). The re-seeding mechanism would be very difficult (if not impossible) to implement with molecular materials but it may be possible to implement such a feature in other methods of physical computation such as gas discharge plasmas used in [29] for optimal path planning. It could also be argued that the re-seeding method also adds a mode of global control to an otherwise bottom-up approach, however, the reattachment of nodes is merely used to satisfy minimal constraints of network connectivity (one could interpret this merely as a mechanism to “keep the drivebelt on the engine”). A similar method was applied (but under more strict constraining conditions) in the original Hopfield-Tank approach to enforce a correct solution “syntax” [17], but although the re-seeding mechanism does allow large changes in network connectivity, it is not part of a global method to enforce solutions and thus cannot be said to detract from the bottom-up mode of network evolution.

The changes in node strength (increase or decrease in node projection strength) combined with the limited memory storage of the connection weight array (caused by a lag due to the decay factor) combine to generate a neural network-like feedback behaviour. The increase in node weights and subsequent attraction of the network paths corresponds to excitation. Conversely the reduction in node weights and the subsequent reduction in influence of the nodes on network paths correspond to inhibition. The neural network analogy can be extended if we consider the arrival of particles at the nodes as spiking stimuli which are integrated at regular intervals as feedback excitation or feedback inhibition. The persistence of the collective memory of network structure generates a lag period during which node weights at inhibited nodes are not increased. The lag (between actual network configuration and the collective memory of configuration) and low node weight at inhibited nodes allows the network structure to adapt and reconfigure. When inhibition is present (due to degree >2 connectivity), the inhibition combined with the delay lag can be considered as a refractory period. The refractory period is not programmed into the feedback mechanism but is an emergent property of the feedback lag and can be utilised to ensure that network adaptation can occur, without the feedback network responding too quickly to changes in topology. The cycle of feedback behaviours can be summarised by Figure 6 showing the relationship between actual network connectivity, the collective memory of logical connectivity, the feedback mechanism, and the subsequent effect on node weights.
We began with simple images with regularly spaced node arrangements to examine the behaviour of the network in response to dynamic adjustment of node weights. Figure 7 shows a simple image with six nodes and the results of five separate experiments at different fixed node projection weights. At the highest setting (5) there is little reduction in network length as the nodes exert a very strong attraction to the network, preventing the network paths from direct interaction. As the node weights decrease the influences of the nodes decreases and network paths come into contact with other paths resulting in minimisation until, at the lowest weight, the network evolves to its minimum shape to form the Steiner tree. The varying network patterns at different node weights suggest that dynamical reconfiguration of node weights (i.e. dynamically varying weights over time) would yield complex network evolution.

When dynamic reconfiguration (DR) is activated the network evolution begins in the regular manner but then undergoes a very complex transformation as the network weights are adjusted in response to connectivity feedback. The complex evolution can be seen more fully in the supplementary video recordings located at (http://uncomp.uwe.ac.uk/jeff/dynamic.htm). The two nodes (indicated in Figure 8(a), circled) are of degree three and so their projection weight is progressively weakened by the feedback mechanism. When the weight of the two inner nodes is sufficiently weak their ‘hold’ on the network is removed and the network detaches from the node and contracts, mov-
When upper and lower network paths contact their flows merge and the 4 way junction is minimised (c), resulting in both network cycles being pulled to the outer nodes of the shape (d). Because the two vacant nodes (seen in (e), circled) are no longer visited by particles, their inhibition is reduced as the cumulative ‘memory’ of the prior connectivity at each node is gradually erased. When this occurs, the node weights are progressively increased until the lower node attracts the network path by seeding new network trails at random positions close to the lower node (f). The upper node reattaches itself to the network in a similar way (g). Although it is not apparent in the static images, there is considerable interplay between the previous network history (due to the lag caused by the cumulative nature of the network analysis combined the refractory period of the inhibition of node weights) and this causes temporary detachment of nodes from the network (h). The network evolution continues (i-j) until all nodes are of degree two and the network then remains in this stable configuration. It is notable that the DR approach is successful in generating a minimal tour around the nodes, even though the ‘search’ performed by the feedback mechanism is effectively blind.

When a pattern of 12 nodes arranged in a cross-like fashion is presented to the network we saw that the outermost nodes were minimised to degree two before the effects of the DR procedure had any influence on inhibiting the node weights (Figure 9, a-c). When the weights of the inner nodes (degree 4) were reduced the network was pulled to the outer nodes (d-e). On removal of inhibition, and as the inner node weights increased, the nodes attracted the network paths from the outer nodes and a minimal tour was again generated to form a stable state. The anchoring of the network to outer nodes is a common motif and appears to stabilise the evolution of the network, ensuring that changes in configuration in one area do not impinge on the structure of the network too greatly at other locations.

Particular spatial patterns in the transitions between network configurations are regularly seen. Some of these motifs are relatively simple, relating directly to the feedback mechanism, including the passive attachment (of ‘snagging’) of nearby paths by attraction to the nodes, the minimisation of path length between two nodes (‘tightening’), the releasing (‘detaching’) of network paths from nodes at very low node weights, and the active
re-connection (‘grabbing’) of isolated nodes to the network by seeding new particles around the isolated nodes. Other motifs are more complex and cannot simply be reduced to the feedback options at a single node. For example, interactions with nearby nodes selectively weaken certain nodes and can guide network evolution away from deadlock conditions. This allows a network path edge to shift position (‘sliding’) between nearby nodes, leaving nearby connectivity relatively unaffected and thus subtly adjusting network structure. The network evolution motifs newly observed in the DR method complement the constraining of paths by nodes and the ‘zipping’ and ‘unzipping’ of network paths previously observed in the virtual material [18].

When examining the evolution of the DR network there are transition periods as the network responds to changes to the node weights. These are followed by relatively stable periods as the new network configuration has an effect on the collective record in the feedback system (as new configurations are reinforced and the ‘memory’ of older configurations fades). Each stable period of connectivity may be considered as the spatial equivalent of a high level computational output arising from low level functionality: The function ‘output’ is a new (relatively) stable configuration and the low level function, or procedure, is the sequence of atomic interactions where network
paths are altered by changes in local attraction by the amplification and inhibition of node weights. As an example of the relationship between high level and low level spatial activity, consider the sequence of temporarily stable configurations in Figure 10 from an experiment with a $4 \times 3$ regular network of nodes.

The sequence shows 23 transitions until the final pattern, corresponding to a minimal tour, stabilises the network. Although the minimal tour is found the blind nature of the search ensures that the search is not optimal. In a number of cases a pattern very close to that of the final tour is found, only to be lost in the next reconfiguration. A number of patterns are unique but occasionally identical individual patterns and identical transitions between patterns are seen. For example, the two sequences of patterns surrounded by dashed rectangles in Figure 10 are identical (albeit mirror images of each other) and undergo two identical transitions before differing only in the output pattern of the third transition. To find the cause of the different transition outputs we must examine the low-level interactions which generate the relatively stable high-level patterns. The transitions examined are those indicated by dashed ellipses in Figure 10 because the first images in each transition pattern identical and not simply mirror images, making the low-level transitions simpler to follow. The low-level transformations of the identical pattern that result in differing outputs are shown in Figure 11.

Although the connectivity of the two initial patterns (i) and (ii) is identical, the connection weights at the nodes are not exactly the same. In (i)
there is only one ‘weakened’ node (circled) whereas in (ii) a there are two nodes (circled) which are influenced by the feedback mechanism. This difference is responsible for the different pattern in the stable output result because transition (i)b-f only involves the lower nodes in the network whereas in transition (ii)b-g both lower and upper nodes are incorporated into the network evolution (direction of network path movement is indicated by arrows and newly reactivated nodes are circled). This result illustrates both the sensitivity of the mechanism to small changes in connectivity and also the effect of previous network connectivity history on future evolution of the network.

The examples of the DR mechanism shown previously have used regular spaced nodes. This results in relatively simple transformations with only a narrow range of angles in the networks (typically 90° or 45°). How does the DR mechanism respond to more complex arrangements of nodes, with irregular placement in terms of distance between nodes and node angle?

Figure 12 shows the evolution of one network which follows a similar evolution to those with regular node arrays: A ‘backbone’ of outer nodes is the first to stabilise and then the configuration of inner nodes is incorporated into the network structure. Unlike the regular arrays, however, the network configuration never fully stabilises. Certain configurations are generated (for example those shown on the bottom row of Figure 12), only to be remodelled (because one or more nodes has mean degree of 3). This pattern of evolution was found to be very repetitive with the network oscillating between semi stable states.

Figure 13 illustrates the effect of the DR method on the mean degree of node connectivity throughout an experimental run. The mean degree fluctuates as the network configuration changes in response to the dynamical adjustment of node weights. The images above the plot (dashed boxes) show configurations at the time of increasing mean degree (i.e. sub-optimal networks at the crests of the plot). These configurations are typically transient and occur during major shifts of network patterns. The lower images below the plot (solid boxes) coincide with local minima of mean degree. Note that
although these local minima have mean degree close to the desired specifica-
tion (2), the patterns are not stable (due to isolated nodes or occasional degree
of 3) and the network soon transforms into another configuration. The evolu-
tion of the network only halts when stability of configuration has been
achieved. Also shown in Figure 13 (right) is an illustration of the changing
node weights for each of the 11 nodes throughout the same experiment (time
direction is arrowed). The highest point on each node ‘lane’ corresponds to
maximal node weight (10, no inhibition of node weight at all) and the lowest
point corresponds to the minimum weight (zero, maximum inhibition of node
weight, i.e. no projection of attractants). The pattern of node weights shows
the independent nature of the node weight adjustment by the feedback mech-
nism, and it is only when the network stabilises into the final pattern that the
node weights are synchronised.
4.1 Characteristics, Limitations and Interpretations of Results
We characterise the behaviour of the DR method using examples in which the method is able to evolve stable networks of degree 2 connectivity which correspond to valid TSP solutions alongside examples in which TSP tours are either transient or incomplete. In examples with rectilinear and regularly spaced nodes complete TSP tour solutions were found for examples of up to 12 nodes (cities). This compares favourably with the original slime mould research of Aono et al. [8] which contained a 4 city problem and has since been expanded to 8 city instances. Of course both this approach and the original slime mould methods are mainly concerned understanding the complex dynamics within their respective materials and have some way to progress before matching current state-of-the-art classical approaches capable of solving many thousands of city instances.

In problems with irregularly placed cities the performance of the DR method was more variable (Figure 12 to Figure 15) and the causes of the variation are worthy of further consideration. On some runs a complete circuit was not found at all and the connectivity pattern instead approximated a Hamiltonian path (a network where each node is visited once only). The results in Figure 14 show the similarities between the DR networks and the optimum Euclidean TSP tours (column 2, calculated by Simulated Annealing method) for three different sets of points. The general network shape (column 3) appears to approximate the TSP tour but some of the nodes are not visible as they are inhibited by the feedback system. The connectivity diagram (column 4) shows the ‘problem areas’ in the dynamical network (lighter coloured
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Relationship of dynamical networks TSP tours and Hamiltonian paths.
circles) which prevent complete optimisation of the network. For the first two sets of points (top and middle row) the correct optimisation is prevented because the network cannot remain attached around a node which is relatively far away from other nodes (column 3, dashed circles). Instead the network detaches from this node and forms a Steiner point between the three surrounding nodes. The detachment from this node was observed even when stronger maximum node weights were used. In the case of the bottom row set of points it appears that the network cannot stabilise due to the very acute angle between two nodes (column 2, dashed circle) which causes paths to merge and detach from the node. In this case the network cannot stabilise and oscillates between nearby configurations (as in Figure 12, bottom row). This appears to be very similar behaviour to that discussed in the original slime mould research in which oscillation between nearby tours was also observed [8]. The final column shows Hamiltonian paths for two of the data sets (the middle row dataset never converged to form the path). In these cases the paths did not connect to form a TSP tour because either the distance between the nodes was too great (top example) or the angles between the nodes was too acute (seeded particles were quickly absorbed into nearby network paths instead of spanning the two nodes).

It is possible that these partial or incomplete solutions may be amenable to further modification or refinement to provide complete TSP solutions. Such an approach was used by Tero et al. to refine partial solutions to the Steiner problem using a computational model of Physarum polycephalum [33].

Alternately, the strong visual similarity of the solutions to optimal TSP tours suggests that an automated interpretation mechanism may be possible to ‘read off’ the result from the transport network. For example, an approach based on a large particle population was found to approximate simple TSP tours when traversing the peripheral outline of the collective [19].

Other limitations of the prototype mechanism are concerned with the feedback rules. For example, Figure 15 (first two images) shows some instances where the network is not fully connected and a complete cycle is not found. These examples were caused by setting a very low value to the scatter_distance parameter. Although this can be solved simply by increasing the param-
eter it represents a limitation when we consider networks where we do not know in advance the distances between the nodes.

The final image shows a network which has mean degree of 2 yet does not form a single cycle. Both sources of error (incomplete tours and multiple cycle tours) are due to limitations in the control mechanism arising from the motivation to keep the prototype mechanism as simple as possible, and to employ only local node information about the network structure. We envisage that additional global tests of network connectivity (for example to check that a tour is valid by checking if a connected path between all nodes exists), and an enforcement of correct tour “syntax” (as referred to in the original Hopfield-Tank control method [17]) could be added to future versions of the analysis/feedback control mechanism.

5 DISCUSSION

We have presented a prototype mechanism to explore the problem of dynamic reconfiguration of transport networks. The mechanism is used to modify the complex collective behaviour of a virtual material, inspired by the true slime mould Physarum polycephalum, whose ‘default’ behaviour demonstrates network minimisation. The dynamical reconfiguration mechanism utilises real-time pattern analysis to attain a collective record of network connectivity of the virtual material as it adapts around the spatial configuration of ‘food’ node stimuli projecting attractants into the environment. This record is used to measure the degree of connectivity at each node and this information is then fed back to the nodes – enhancing the node strength for low connectivity (\(<=2\)) and suppressing the node strength at high connectivity (\(>=3\)). A seeding method (creation of new particles near the local area of disconnected nodes) is utilised to re-establish network connections at fully or partially disconnected nodes (\(<=1\)).

The feedback mechanism alters the attraction of the nodes to the network and the network automatically reconfigures its shape in response to the changing stimuli. An emergent refractory period is effected by controlling the length of time in which the ‘memory’ of the current configuration is retained. This refractory period is necessary to avoid spatial deadlock situations in which the network evolution is trapped between two similar configurations by nearby competing nodes. The DR mechanism generated very complex network transitions which, when analysed, demonstrated apparently high-level stable spatial structures from the low level ‘atomic’ and indirect actions of changing node weights. The transitions were composed from characteristic spatial motifs including so-called snagging, tightening, detaching, grabbing and sliding actions.

The method demonstrates a potential approach for the spatially represented unconventional computation of computational geometry and combinatorial optimisation problems. In many cases of bio-inspired computation
inspired by living systems (for example ant algorithms or genetic algorithms) the complex spatial behaviour and underlying mechanisms of the living systems are abstracted into conventional symbolic computer instructions and the computation is performed only by analogy with the living system. For example in the Ant Colony Algorithm approach, no actual deposition of pheromone trail, or its subsequent propagation by evaporation and diffusion, is used. Conversely, unconventional computation schemes seek to utilise the spatial properties of physical and living systems directly in the computational process, for example the propagation of information by diffusion in chemical computation, or growth and adaptation of the Physarum plasmodium itself. Utilising the direct physical processes for computation provides a very rich set of behaviours, some of which have been investigated in this report. However, as this report also demonstrates, the complex behaviour also comes at some cost – namely that of trying to control or govern the very complex evolution of the network and ‘tune’ the analysis and feedback mechanism. The computational ‘richness’ afforded by the spatial computation may be instead interpreted more simply as ‘difficulty’ and akin to the idiom of “nailing jelly to a tree”. However, even the prototype analysis and blind feedback mechanisms developed in this report were shown to approximate TSP tours and Hamiltonian paths in relatively complex spatially represented datasets, suggesting that approach may be worth further investigation.

But why investigate and wrestle with the control of complex spatial behaviour at all? Although we can indeed avoid the computational complexity of spatial systems by resorting to symbolic abstraction in conventional computing devices, it will not be possible to do this in future physical embodiments of smart materials which exist outside the simple and controllable confines of classical computation, in spatially complex and noisy environments. It is hoped that by attempting to ‘tame’ the complex network evolution in the restricted form of a virtually represented spatial system, we may be able to generate interesting and useful approaches and solutions to computational problems which may also be applicable to physical instances of smart materials.

Even with the limited complexity of the analysis and feedback systems introduced in this report, we have revealed a rich, and surprising, set of transition behaviours emerging from very simple low-level interactions. We speculate that this is only a small possible subset of behaviours which may exist in alternative analysis and feedback schemes, and that ‘mining’ these behaviours may prove useful for the control of smart materials. To this end we plan to improve the method in the near future: Firstly, by increasing the sophistication of the pattern analysis method whilst maintaining computational tractability. Secondly we propose to use a more complex feedback system which will tailor the evolution of the reinforcement and inhibition to more successfully reward more optimal patterns, weaken the memory of less optimal patterns, and remove invalid patterns. We hope this approach will prove a useful method in the dynamical control of the behaviour of smart materials.
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